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Continued weakness in Sterling is
Businesses in the dark about
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Levy
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cost base of UK
firms
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The recent devaluation of
Sterling is having a negative
impact on the domestic sales
margins of nearly half of
respondents (44%)
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The effect is more diverse on export margins,
with roughly equal levels of respondents
reporting a positive (25%) and negative
(22%) impact, suggesting that while the fall in
value of the pound may be helping some UK
of firms
exporters, it’s also hurting
others.
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How do businesses currently manage currency risk? (n=1,279)
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currency (32%) is the most popular means,
followed by opening a foreign currency bank
account to deal with sales and purchases in
the same currency (16%), and waiting for an
advantageous rate and buying using the spot
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Our research shows that the falling pound has been
a double-edged sword for many UK businesses.
Nearly as many exporters say the low pound is
damaging them as benefiting them. For firms that
training
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Chamber Foreign Exchange in partnership with moneycorp, the exchange experts, helps Chamber Members identify and manage foreign
exchange exposures. Take advantage of exclusive offers, competitive exchange rates and expert currency guidance.
say reforms will improve the quality of vocational training in their sector
http://www.moneycorp/chamberfx
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